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For 50 years, Edith and Charles Seashore
have taught people how to make organizations
productive by confronting conflict
and misunderstanding head-on.

In a conference room in Columbia, Md., 78-year-
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old Edith Seashore sits among 24 young men and
women, about half of them U.S. Navy officers or civilian employees working for the Navy. The group, seated
in a circle, has come together for a course called
“Working with Differences.” Ostensibly focused on
diversity, the session is really set up to teach people how
to confront the unspoken conflicts, fears, and resentments that make life in organizations painful and
unproductive. And as if on cue, right off the bat, two of
the participants have gotten into a dispute.
It seems that Patrick, a naval medical center commander, was deputized to act as timekeeper during the
session’s “check-in,” or opening introductions. Now the
group is running behind schedule. When another participant, a consultant named Michael, asks him to
account for this, Patrick shrugs and says he didn’t let
anyone run past the allotted two minutes. Michael persists in questioning him, and after a few minutes of
argument, Patrick assumes the authoritative tone that
one associates with a naval commander: “I believe we’ve
covered this. It’s time to move on.”
People nod, relieved to bring this tedious dispute to
a close. But then, as the group begins to analyze its first
case study (a difficult conversation that one member
needs to have with her boss), a feeling of awkwardness
remains in the room. People fidget in their chairs or
cross their arms. Finally, a participant breaks in: “I have
to speak up!” She turns to Michael. “I know we’ve
moved on, but I can’t help feeling irritated by how you
handled the business with Patrick.”
Michael, she says, had himself been so abrasive and
authoritarian in manner that the rest of the group felt
intimidated. Another group member seconds her view.

A third asks why Michael himself didn’t make his point
earlier, when it might have hurried things along.
Someone else remarks that Patrick never gave a satisfactory answer to Michael’s question.
Edith Seashore — small, poised, and confident —
sits silently and observes. Although the group is splintering into disarray and contention, she seems immune
to the typical group leader’s instinctual urge to jump in
and set things right. Indeed, like her husband, Charles
Seashore (they are known to students and colleagues
around the world as Edie and Charlie), Edie is a connoisseur of disturbance, a master of those awkward
moments of conflict and unease that most of us prefer
to gloss over, move past, get beyond. But it takes time
for such moments to surface in a typical group, so Edie
holds back, allowing the tension to build and watching
as misunderstandings surface.
When at last she speaks, it’s with a quiet but clear
authority that pulls the whole group back from the
melee. “I think we’re all noticing a couple of things
here,” she says. “One is that Patrick and Michael have
both been acting on the assumption that they’re right.
This often happens when people are in conflict; each
one keeps asserting his position. It upsets people around
them, as we see reflected here. And the upset doesn’t go
away just because the group tries to ignore it. So everyone ends up in a difficult conversation, even though
they are trying to avoid one. It’s a little thing, but it’s a
big thing too.”
Michael says, “This is what makes groups so
difficult.”
Edie laughs. “This is what makes groups so
interesting!”
Before long, Patrick is musing with the group about
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living advocates for the art of the breakthrough
moment. Productivity and creativity in the workplace,
in their view, occur when members of a group or team
wade together into the muck of confusion and unspoken assumptions in order to surface concerns and conflicts that get glossed over in the rush of daily life.
“Organizations can’t change unless people change,”
Edie explained not long after the workshop, “and the
most efficient and powerful way to help people change
is in small groups. You can affect the whole system if you
work with the group.”
The design of virtually every prominent effort in
recent decades to make organizations more productive
— organizational development, the famous GE WorkOut program, high-performance teams, 360-degree
evaluations, diversity awareness, the recent management
interest in peer coaching — can be traced back to this
fundamental insight. There are, of course, hundreds of
people who have experimented with small groups and
used them to make organizations more productive, and
many of them are influential: Edgar Schein of MIT,
Chris Argyris of Harvard Business School, Warren
Bennis of the University of California at Los Angeles,
and Jerry Harvey of George Washington University are
a few of the well-known management thinkers who
emerged, at least in part, from the same tradition. But
the Seashores have been at the center of the field for so
long that they are uniquely identified with it. Their
patience, persistence, and sheer passion for working
with small groups — thousands upon thousands of
them, decade after decade — have spread the practices
they’ve honed over many years into the mainstream, in
organizations as diverse as the Defense Mapping
Agency, the National Institutes of Health, IBM, and
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the episode. “Being a military officer,” he says, “I’m
trained to move on quickly, because I always have to be
prepared for the next action. And some of my staff say I
seem unapproachable. I think this may be part of the
reason.”
Deborah, an administrator at the hospital that
Patrick commands, cuts in. “I’ve been uncomfortable all
morning,” she says. “I kept wishing Edie would intervene. But she held back. She had the confidence to let
things get really messy.”
Edie asks, “And what does that teach you?”
“It teaches me that being a leader doesn’t mean
avoiding the mess of conflict, but helping people learn
from the mess.” She beams. “This is why I came here
today!”
Patrick nods. “I think I could say that too.”
It’s a typical Seashore moment — a small thing, as
Edie might say, but also a big thing. Her patience in
waiting for the right moment to intervene, and her skill
in helping the group members see themselves as an outsider would see them, have led to a breakthrough.
Suddenly, people like Patrick and Deborah recognize
how their habitual ways of speaking and acting shape
their relationships with co-workers, and thus set the
direction of their overall workplace.
This type of experience is the primary building
block of group awareness. It feels surprising when it happens: Participants sometimes refer to it as the “big aha.”
But in fact it is the intentional result of a refined set of
practices used to make interventions in groups. For
more than 50 years, Edie and Charlie Seashore have
been developing and honing the subtle art of helping
people learn from difficult conversations. They are pioneers in, teachers of, and probably the most influential
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It’s a few days after the “Working with Differences”
workshop, and Edie Seashore is recounting the breakthrough moment to Charlie in their kitchen. They live
in a penthouse apartment in Columbia, a planned community conceived in the 1960s as a mixed-use, racially
diverse D.C. suburb. Being with the two of them is like
spending time with a pair of highly intelligent stand-up
comics who couldn’t look more different from each
other, but whose routines and timing have been perfected over the years. Edie is smartly dressed and vivacious, with the quick wit and rapid-fire speech of a New
Yorker (she grew up in northern New Jersey). Charlie, at
74, is tall and rumpled, with tufts of white hair standing
on end, a slow-burn Midwestern pace, and a mischievous desire to constantly provoke a laugh. Earlier today,
he stopped at a deli with a female visitor who ordered a
meatloaf sandwich. Charlie turned immediately to the
teenage waitress. “According to my research,” he said
good-naturedly, “only 12 percent of women ever order
meatloaf. Would you say that’s what you find here too?”
An impromptu mock-academic colloquium ensued,
with customers and other staff members getting drawn
into a discussion of gender and lunch preferences, until
everyone in the restaurant realized the absurdity of the
situation and joined in the laugh.
Now, back at the apartment, Charlie recounts a
mentoring session he conducted with a student at
Fielding Graduate University — a school for mid-career
professionals seeking advanced degrees in the behavioral
sciences, on whose faculty he has served since 1985. The
student had misinterpreted an assignment. “She said,
‘That was a terrible thing I did!’ And I agreed, yes, it was

terrible. It was so bad that I wouldn’t be surprised if you
ended up going to jail. But please don’t be too worried,
we’ll help you find the best lawyer. In the meantime, is
there anything I can do?”
Charlie explodes into laughter. Edie rolls her eyes.
“Can you imagine, 45 years of this?” Pragmatic and
down-to-earth, she is prone to quick retorts and sharp,
incisive comments, whereas Charlie — who spent much
of his early adulthood performing as a unicyclist, ladder
walker, juggler, and clown — is more apt to draw out
the absurdity of a moment in improvisations that operate, as he puts it, “at the edge of goofiness.” In his
serious moments, Charlie’s relaxed and deliberately
informal manner immediately puts others at ease.
“His gift is for asking those real-time questions,”
says Cindy Miller, a Ph.D. candidate at Fielding who is
training director at a major California biotech company.
“Charlie will say, ‘This is what I think is going on, but
I’m wondering if I’m just imagining it?’ It sounds simple, but it’s the hardest thing to do because you have to
be aware on a moment-by-moment basis. Most people
don’t take time to do that in complex organizations
where everything is moving fast. But without that quality, most so-called leadership development is merely
coaching for behaviors. Being aware of yourself and how
you affect everyone around you is what distinguishes a
superior leader.”
When visitors join them in their Maryland condo,
Edie is quick to ask about their personal lives — marriages, children, the personalities of family members.
Charlie is likely to leap into a long and thoughtfully
detailed discussion of how attitudes toward groups have
changed over the last half century. During this same
afternoon at the kitchen table, for example, he begins
diagramming the cultural history of group dynamics.
There was the upsurge of interest in small groups following World War II, when people were wary of hierarchy because of fascism’s legacy; the fear of small groups
as Communist cells during the Cold War; the flowering
of group consciousness in the 1960s and early ’70s when
grassroots activism took hold and people made a point
of questioning authority; and the growing suspicion of
small groups in our own era, provoked by public fear of
terrorist nodes. Threading through Charlie’s graph is the
trend of individual empowerment; the use of small
groups, in the Seashores’ view, has made individual decision making more competent and helped organizations
become more open to it.
Over the course of their long careers, Charlie and
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AT&T. In courses the Seashores have designed and
taught at American University, Fielding Graduate
University, and the National Training Laboratories
(itself the original seedbed of organizational development), they have influenced thousands of people who
have made fixing organizations the core of their professional enterprise.
As Professor Bennis puts it, “Their major impact
has been far more important and has had a much wider
horizon than any single discipline. They helped to create, from the time they started in the 1950s and ’60s,
a new social awareness in organizations. And on a personal level, they are two of the most transformative figures I know — change agents, if you will — who have
inspired all around them.”

“Being aware of yourself and how
you affect everyone around you is what
distinguishes a superior leader.”

1997, they incorporated many of these techniques into
an influential book called What Did You Say? The Art of
Giving and Receiving Feedback (coauthored with computer scientist Gerald M. Weinberg; Bingham House,
1997). They see this practice as a way to cultivate not
just capability in organizations, but democracy — the
spread of skills, power, and decision-making authority
throughout an enterprise.
In the 1980s, for example, Edie Seashore served as
a consultant to the major general who directed the U.S.
government’s Defense Mapping Agency, helping him
rethink the role of the central bureaucracy. The mapping
officers at headquarters had long seen their role as
disseminating battlefield images to the soldiers on the
ground. Edie helped them understand that the soldiers
on the front lines were the real experts and decision
makers. They needed the mapping officers to serve as
a service bureau — gathering information from field
reconnaissance and translating it into simple, straightforward maps that soldiers could use in rapidly
changing conditions. To the Seashores, decentralized
authority, although it is messy and difficult to control,
continues to thrive because it works. But it is always
under pressure from leaders who fall into authoritarian
habits, even if they pay lip service to change.
“We keep hearing that OD is dead,” complains
Edie Seashore at the kitchen table. “We hear that change
management has replaced it. But change management is
about driving change from the top, and reasserting hierarchy. It’s a way of talking about change but not changing anything.”
Charlie adds, “What’s really needed is to create
enough managerial agility to enable people throughout
the organization to keep learning so they can adapt to an
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Edie have been instrumental in shaping three managerial disciplines. The first emerged in the business world
in the 1950s: group dynamics, or the study of small
group interactions as they occur in real time. The
second, dating to the 1960s, is organizational development (OD), the practice of making organizations more
effective by building up their members’ individual and
collective capabilities. The third, diversity awareness,
started in the 1970s and ’80s, when people of different
races, sexes, ages, sexual orientations, and backgrounds
needed help in working together and charting their
careers. These three fields have gone in and out of favor
with managers and leaders through the years, in part
because they have often been practiced unevenly. They
have at times been dismissed as ineffective, difficult to
implement on a large scale, or simply “soft.”
Yet at their best, these disciplines have introduced a
reliable set of methods for achieving authentic relationships in the contemporary workplace. During the
“organization man” era of the 1950s and early ’60s, most
organizations were secure, stable, and multilayered
bureaucracies — almost designed to avoid authentic
conversation in the name of standardization and the
mass economy. But the rapid technological changes and
fierce global competition that characterize today’s
intense and evolving environment have forced many
organizations to rely on the speed and creativity of highperforming, self-organizing teams, rather than on the
command-and-control of traditional hierarchies.
In their work with groups, notes Warren Bennis,
“Edie and Charlie breathe and exude transformation as
seriously as Buddhist monks practice their teachings.”
They are known not just for sparking moments of
insight, but also for teaching others to do the same. In
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Roots of Perspective

The idea of the small group as the premier vehicle for
fostering organizational change can be traced back to the
guilds and monasteries of the Middle Ages, and was
influenced both by the cooperative movement of the
19th century and by 20th-century psychological research. But for 50 years, the most influential center for
studying the role of groups in organizational change
has been an institute called the National Training
Laboratories (NTL). Kurt Lewin, a social psychologist
who taught at the University of Iowa after fleeing his
native Vienna in the Nazi era, designed the institute
with several of his students in 1947. Professor Lewin saw
small groups as ideal laboratories for observing forces of
cohesion, disruption, and challenge in microcosm, since
such forces were too complex to discern in larger social
systems. He and his students envisioned an experimental setting where researchers could in a systematic way
lead groups and study the forces that held them together
or drove them apart.
Though Professor Lewin died of a heart attack several months before NTL opened, his students started it
on schedule and ran it every summer from 1947
through the late 1960s. Purposely remote in a far western corner of Maine in order to provide a “cultural
island” uncontaminated by daily concerns, NTL offered
intense three-week sessions called “T groups” (T for
training), led at first only by the most eminent social scientists in the field. Participants included up-and-coming
academics, along with senior executives from major
companies (TRW, Digital Equipment, Esso, various oil

refineries, and the wonderfully archaic-sounding
Doughnut Corporation of America) who could afford
NTL’s hefty fees. Many well-established practices of
group process were pioneered at NTL: giving feedback,
conducting “check-ins” to begin meetings, sitting in circles, using flip charts, scribbling on big pieces of paper
taped around the room, collaborating on visions for the
future, and forming “fishbowls,” or groups set up in the
center of a larger circle to interact while those around
them observed what they were doing. The institute’s
leaders, called “fellows,” established organizational consulting practices and thus carried what they learned to
corporations, educators, military units, health-care
providers, religious leaders, associations, and communities around the globe.
The personal history of the Seashores is inseparable
from NTL. They both came as students. The then Edie
Whitfield had been student body president of Antioch
College, a prestigious liberal arts college in Ohio. She
was also a protégé of Antioch’s President Douglas
McGregor, who was author of The Human Side of
Enterprise, a pathbreaking 1960 book about humanistic
management. Introduced to NTL in 1954 by her mentor, Edie was an instant hit — a self-possessed college
girl thriving among the accomplished and idealistic, but
somewhat stiff, professors who congregated there.
Charlie Seashore arrived a few years later with a more
conventional resume. He was a Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Michigan, from a family of well-known
psychologists; his grandfather had been instrumental in
bringing Kurt Lewin to the University of Iowa. Charlie
was a group dynamics natural; he disliked the detachment of conventional social science research, wherein
experimenters were so intent on remaining “objective”
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unpredictable environment. And the way you do that is
in groups.”

Charlie and Edie Seashore on
their property in Bethel, Maine.
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that they would barely talk to their subjects or help them
with their problems. What good was a social science
research project if it didn’t improve people’s lives?
Neither Edie nor Charlie was typical of NTL.
Charlie’s love of clowning and laughter could lead others to miss his underlying seriousness of purpose. And
Edie, while popular, was “basically a mascot,” she recalls.
“I was cute and funny and the guys liked having me
around even if they didn’t know what to do with me.”
For nine years, less-skilled and less-experienced trainers
were named fellows while she was turned down, partly
because she had no Ph.D. (the prospect of getting one
bored her) and partly because she was a woman, a condition to which fellows could then still openly object. “T

groups were basically devised by men,” she later recalled,
“to teach other men the kind of collaborative skills that
often come more easily to women. I think the men
feared that once they let women in, women would run
away with the program.”
The fear was not unfounded. In the mid-1950s,
rather than subject the male participants’ wives to one
more shopping trip through Maine’s woolen mills, the
faculty decided to start a spouse group. It was the only
women’s group at NTL during its first two decades, and
it struggled until Edie volunteered to take over. “The
participants said, ‘So this is group work? We can do this!’
They ended up entering the field, teaching NTL sessions, getting Ph.D.s, divorcing their husbands, com-
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pletely changing their lives,” she says. Women consultants, tiptoeing quietly out of the NTL closet, suddenly
found a distinct managerial role in organizational development work — a role that is taken for granted now,
but was revolutionary then.
Edie set up shop as a consultant in New York in the
1960s, her serene confidence in her own instincts her
most formidable asset. At first she worked primarily
with religious and community groups — then considered suitable work for a woman — but she soon began
to make her name with business and then military
clients. She often had dinner in New York with Douglas
McGregor, who was then consulting for Standard Oil.
One evening, Edie asked him the secret of his success,
and he gave her the advice on which she would build the
rest of her career. “I listen, and I listen, and I listen,” he
said, “and then I come up with one good idea that
impacts the organization and makes me worth every
penny they pay me.”
Edie adopted “one good idea” as her personal
motto. Fred Miller, CEO of the Kaleel Jamison
Consulting Group, who has worked with Edie Seashore
for many years, sees her success as rooted in this
approach. “Edie dispenses wisdom in short doses, little
insights that people can assimilate as they go along,” he
notes. With her self-invented career and indifference to
academic qualifications, Edie, says Mr. Miller, “is credentialed by her practicality, and by her engagement.”
Edie was Charlie’s first trainer at NTL. They
worked together occasionally in the late 1950s, while
she was building her business in New York, and he was
finishing his Ph.D. in Michigan. In 1961, Charlie proposed to a woman named Sandra, using this line: “If you
married me, your name would be Sandy Seashore.” She

turned him down. Later that summer, working with
Edie, he mused absentmindedly: “If you married me,
you could work and travel as much as you liked.” It was
a novel suggestion in an era when women were expected to quit work after marriage, and though they weren’t
dating, Edie agreed on the spot. Charlie then tried to
back off, claiming he had been speaking hypothetically,
but with characteristic directness Edie told him it was
too late, she had already accepted. Unlike Sandy, Edie
found the prospect of being known as Seashore irresistible. “Who could turn down a name like that?”
They settled in Washington, D.C., where NTL had
begun a variety of programs, mostly for federal clients,
and Charlie accepted a position as program director
with the institute. He also began a long association with
the National Institutes of Health, building collaborative
networks that sought to break down barriers between
physicians and staff. Edie, whose one good idea decisiveness made her a natural for hierarchies, worked with the
Naval Academy, which was suddenly required to admit
women in 1972. “The captain didn’t want to hire me
because I wasn’t Navy and I was a woman. He stood up
when I entered his office and barked, ‘Okay, what
should I do?’ I said, ‘Put women officers into the plebe
summer program.’ He picked up the phone, barked at
someone else, and said, ‘Done! Now what else?’ I said,
‘That was my one good idea. I’ll get back to you with
another. Meanwhile, let’s sit down and talk about it, so
we can get it right.’” This was the start of what would
be an eight-year contract.
Over the next two decades, Charlie and Edie
designed and taught courses at Johns Hopkins,
American University, and Concordia in Montreal,
bringing group process and techniques into traditional
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The development of high-performance teams
tends to subtly but pervasively
redistribute power within organizations.

academe. They bought a house in Washington’s Rock
Creek neighborhood and filled it with friends, dogs,
piano music, and children. Their daughters Becky and
Kim were born in the 1960s (Edie threw a dinner party
the night before she delivered one of the girls). Edie
often took her children along on business trips, pioneering the role of professional mother. “Our work and our
lives were the same thing,” she recalls, “and the girls were
part of it. They always talked about how their friends’
parents seemed to hate to go to their jobs because they
weren’t much fun. We were having fun.”
Among the Horsepersons

Blankets and Sandpaper

On an icy weekend in February 2006, the Seashores
drive up to Bethel to conduct what will turn out to be a
pivotal session at the 50-year-old NTL site, which the
board has decided to sell so that it can “get out of managing real estate,” as Edie puts it. Twenty-two Fielding
Ph.D. candidates have flown in from around the coun-
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Then, in the mid-1970s, NTL once again catalyzed a
new kind of management thinking: diversity awareness.
But this time, it happened almost by accident. NTL
was facing acute financial difficulties. The “T group”
business was declining — in part because of new competition from the less rigorous “encounter group” movement, in part because some of its own most popular
leaders were defecting to start their own consulting practices, and in part because as the business environment
became more competitive, managers could no longer
justify spending three weeks in Maine on “group
dynamics,” especially if the results could not be easily
quantified. At the same time, the institute had acquired
a sprawling Victorian mansion, known as the Founders
House — a picturesque setting for workshops but a
money pit.
In 1975, Edie joined with three NTL veterans to
form “The Four Horsepersons,” a task force charged by
the board with trying to save the institute from financial
collapse. The other three horsepersons were all longstanding OD consultants: Hal Kellner, who died in the
mid-1980s; Peter Vaill, now based in Minnesota; and
Barbara Bunker, who works in New York. Together they
persuaded 67 associates to donate two weeks each year
for the following two years to keep NTL programs running. Edie was then selected as president. “Without the
dedicated work of the Seashores at this time,” recalls
NTL Fellow and MIT Professor Edgar Schein, “the
institute would probably not have survived.”
With Edie at the helm, the NTL members took on
the mission of making both the board and the membership far more diverse while also developing techniques
for doing group work in diverse settings. To accomplish
the former, they expelled all the NTL trainers — about
200 people at the time, many with long-standing pedigrees in the organization — and then admitted trainers

one by one, insisting that there be equal numbers of
white men, white women, men of color, and women of
color. This created a dramatic upheaval, especially for
the many white men who had been NTL fellows for
three decades but now had to apply for membership all
over again, with no guarantee of being chosen.
At that point in the late 1970s, a group of highly
educated baby boomers — white women, and women
and men of color — were entering the workplace in the
United States. There were few models to help these newcomers advance, and resentments and uncertainties
made it difficult for highly diverse teams to achieve
cohesion. With Hal Kellner, Edie began an in-depth initiative to help AT&T, then the largest corporation in the
world, deal with the consequences of a court-ordered
mandate to achieve greater gender and racial balance.
She saw that NTL had a great opportunity to establish
itself as a standard-bearer in modeling the kinds of conversations, more difficult and daunting than ever, that
were needed to surface and resolve conflicts in a diverse
work force. NTL came to be a defining center for the
new field of diversity training; for example, Edie was
among the first to form the internal associations that
would now be called “affinity groups” for women and
for people of color within organizations, a highly effective way to develop collective strength and understanding.
NTL regained its economic health during the next
few years, under the leadership of Edie Seashore and
Elsie Cross, who became the first African-American to
chair the organization. The new leaders maintained
NTL’s rigorous emphasis on research, which kept it from
becoming a cultlike encounter group or a sales-oriented
program like Erhard Seminar Training (est). Edie and
Charlie continued to reside in Bethel every summer,
buying a big comfortable house next door to the
Founders House, and bringing new generations of students with them to learn. Meanwhile, Edie started
teaching at Johns Hopkins and at American University,
where she established a degree-granting program under
NTL auspices, and Charlie joined the faculty of Fielding
Graduate University.
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Calvin played in provoking inattention. Calvin says, “I
don’t think I played any role. I was just presenting my
case.”
“You say you have trouble getting people to listen.
That’s what happened here. People stopped listening,
especially when you turned your back on them.”
“That’s like at work. I get absorbed in the details
and I lose people. Then I feel bad because no one
listens.”
“So you do have an impact when you’re talking to a
group. It’s just not the impact you want to have.”
Such breakthrough moments occur with regularity
as the sessions continue throughout the weekend, with
Charlie performing a variety of interventions. He plays
the role of one participant’s boss, and coaches another to
deliver the eulogy at his mother’s funeral. By the end of
the weekend, the 22 participants have become increasingly sophisticated at spotting their own evasions, more
likely to jump in and say, “I see what’s happening here!”
and more intentional in assuming a role within a group.
It’s not possible to tell, of course, whether these
insights and epiphanies will lead to permanent changes
after the participants go home. Observers such as
Charlie and Edie’s old colleague Chris Argyris, an NTL
veteran who later joined the faculty of Harvard Business
School, have criticized the disciplines of OD, group
dynamics, and diversity on the grounds that the breakthroughs and epiphanies fade away; they do not change
behavior in any lasting way. Will Calvin, returning to
the pressures of his job, be able to squarely face those he
is seeking to influence? Will Patrick, the naval hospital
commander from Johns Hopkins University, draw upon
what he learned to become more patient with his direct
reports? And will Deborah, his colleague, confront conflict rather than trying to avoid it? Or will they all simply retreat into habitual patterns when they are once
again immersed in their office routines?
Certainly it is true that people tend to slide back to
familiar responses, but conversations with students of
the Seashores, such as Cindy Miller, suggest that they do
so only to a point. As Charlie demonstrated with his
graph reflecting the history of groups, change in organizations is both cyclical and progressive. The develop-
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try to present case studies on challenges they face. Most
are senior executives eager to develop their group skills
so they can have a greater impact on their organizations.
Charlie is leading the weekend’s session with two other
Fielding faculty members.
Before the participants break into small groups,
Charlie tells them: “Some of you will be blankets, providing comfort and support to others, and some of you
will be sandpaper, irritants that lead the group to breakthroughs. Group process is basically a means for applying both blankets and sandpaper to a given situation.”
Calvin, a real estate developer from Boston, presents the first case study. He starts by noting that his
greatest challenge is getting people to listen when he
talks. Then he goes to a flip chart and starts to diagram
his company. As he delves into its intricacies, he turns
away from the group. After a few minutes of this, two
participants begin to whisper restlessly between themselves. A third joins in. Calvin soldiers on.
At last Connie, a university teacher from Wisconsin, breaks in abruptly. “Excuse me, but would
Calvin mind facing his audience? I was interested in
what he was saying, but now I’m lost in the details.”
There’s a moment of silence. Someone asks why
Connie feels entitled to encroach on Calvin’s time.
Other participants agree that she is being disruptive.
Connie tries to justify herself.
Charlie watches intently. It’s as if he can see the
social forces that Professor Lewin described — cohesion,
disruption, and challenge — playing themselves out
with predictable regularity. Finally, he asks, “What happened here with Connie?”
“She broke in,” someone volunteers.
“And how did that change the dynamic?” Charlie
asks.
“It pulled the attention away from Calvin.”
“Does anyone remember what preceded Connie
speaking up?”
There’s a pause. Someone recalls that people had
begun chatting. One of the chatters then admits that
he had stopped listening to Calvin. “But,” he adds, “I
didn’t make a big deal of it like Connie.”
Charlie asks the group to consider the role that

through moments in the workplace remains compelling,
even (or perhaps especially) for hard-driving executives.
The central idea that informs the Seashores’ work —
offering people a way to learn and change through
group experience rather than handing down wisdom
from above — will always be in demand, particularly in
a technologically empowered environment in which
people have become accustomed to asserting greater
control over their lives and work.
On the Sunday afternoon following Calvin’s breakthrough in Bethel, Charlie and Edie meet with the
developer of a local ski resort to discuss ways to make the
Founders House a year-round operation. The Seashores
plan to keep their own house, and they have founded a
nonprofit, the Lewin Center for Social Change, Action,
and Research, which will lease the original NTL property and make it available to a variety of organizations
and community groups, including NTL. In this way,
they hope to keep the Bethel experience alive, and to
continue their own legacy. “The group’s not going anywhere,” says Charlie. “It’s how we learn.” +

features the creative mind

ment of high-performance teams tends to subtly but
pervasively redistribute power within organizations,
which has been a key Seashore goal. This impact of
groups is unleashed when people learn to communicate
directly and authentically.
If the Seashores have any regret, it’s about the way
in which the disciplines they have helped shape have
been modified or undercut by recent management
trends. For example, although the notion of the group
has retained its power, it has been renamed in much of
the business world as “the team.” As Charlie notes,
“Teams are a way of making groups more comfortable
for men by adapting the language of sports. Groups
were about collaboration and learning, but teams can be
focused just on winning. This appeals to organizations
focused on the bottom line, but the ability of people to
make breakthroughs is compromised.”
Moreover, group learning in many organizations is
giving way to interventions made by a personal coach,
a trend the Seashores see as problematic. Edie says,
“Individual coaching is the death of the group. Working
with a single person, you can’t see how his behavior
affects the whole system. And giving people evaluations
rather than creating situations where they can learn to
evaluate themselves doesn’t really raise their awareness.
Do you change just because your coach tells you to?
Also, the coach is usually the instrument of hierarchy, a
way of asserting behavioral control from the top.”
Diversity, meanwhile, has been bureaucratized and
tamed, enshrined as a department in many organizations. “Diversity is a way of not talking about race or
gender,” says Edie, “by putting unthreatening language
around something difficult and painful. I’ll work at a
hospital and I’ll say something about racial tension, and
management will leap up and say, ‘Don’t even mention
race, it’s too divisive!’ Calling it ‘diversity’ makes it sound
manageable and nice, something we can all agree on.
You can write an uplifting mission statement about
diversity. But really, it’s just a way of avoiding hard truths
— the kind of hard truths that always come out in
the group.”
These changes reflect the impatience of a culture
focused on fast results. Nonetheless, the need for break-
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Resources
Gary Heil, Warren Bennis, and Deborah C. Stephens, Douglas McGregor,
Revisited: Managing the Human Side of the Enterprise (Wiley, 2000):
Overview and update of McGregor’s classic work on human beings as
interdependent co-contributors.
Art Kleiner, The Age of Heretics: Heroes, Outlaws, and the Forerunners of
Corporate Change (Doubleday, 1996): Includes a more detailed history of
NTL and the Seashores’ role in it.
Charles N. Seashore, Edith Whitfield Seashore, and Gerald M. Weinberg,
What Did You Say? The Art of Giving and Receiving Feedback (Bingham
House, 1997): The Seashores’ guide to conducting difficult conversations
in a way that does not offend, provoke, confuse, blame, or overwhelm
other people.
Marvin Weisbord, Productive Workplaces Revisited: Dignity, Meaning, and
Community in the 21st Century (Pfeiffer, 2004): The history of organizational development, tied directly to the realities of the high-performance
workplace.
National Training Laboratories Web site, www.ntl.org: Overview of the
institute’s history and current courses offered in Washington, D.C., and
elsewhere.
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